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Poland: An Opportunity for Investment 
The fall of Communism marked a new era for Eastern European countries. The 
events that followed the 1989 revolutions brought about new economic reforms within 
this region. However, only a few countries have managed to successfully overcome the 
shroud their communist predecessors had on their approach to business and industry. 
Poland is one country that is rapidly overcoming its history. 
Poland constitutes one of the largest single markets in Eastern Europe and has the 
highest growth rate of Central and Eastern Europe (4.1%), as well as the highest GDP of 
$180.4 billion. It offers direct access to both the former Soviet bloc of countries and the 
rest of the European Union as well, It is one of the few countries in Eastern Europe to 
lead the way in its transition toward a newly developed capitalistic economy. 
Sensonnatic is currently the world leader in electronic security systems and its 
product line includes electronic article surveillance (EAS), CCTV systems, access control 
systems, and electronic asset protection (EAP) solutions. Sensormatic has subsidiaries, 
distributors, and joint ventures in Europe, Asia Pacific, Middle East, and Latin America. 
One of the major opportunities the company is attempting to take advantage of is the 
entrance into the Eastern European market. At this time, Poland is an obvious investment 
opportunity for Sensormatic. 
SENSORMATIC 
Sensonnatic Electronics Corporation is the world leader in electronic security. 
Best known in its 28 year history for its popular plastic tags used by retailers to prevent 
shoplifting; Sensonnatic is the world's leading provider of electronic antitheft technology 
with over 60% of the market. 
Ronald Assaf founded Sensormatic in 1967 and currently serves as the 
Company's CEO, President and Chairman. Sensormatic began as the pioneer in the 
security tagging industry selling its microwave products to department stores and retailers 
throughout America. During the 1970's and 19807s, Sensorrnatic established itself as the 
market leader expanding into European markets and broadening its product line to 
include tagging systems for hard (packaged) goods and introduced sophisticated closed 
circuit television systems. 
Today Sensormatic is a fully integrated supplier of electronic security systems to 
retail and non-retail markets worldwide. The Company designs, manufactures, markets 
and services electronic article surveillance (EAS) and electronic asset protection (EAP) 
systems, CCTV systems and access control systems. Sensorrnatic has established a wide 
range of products which take advantage of the broad array of technology the Company 
has developed or acquired over the years. The Company has operations in 55 countries 
and holds 166 patents with an additional 50 patents pending. 
Sensormatic's customers range from small businesses to Fortune 500 industry 
leaders. Well- known retail stores (Bloomingdales, Wal-Mart, Blockbuster, Food Lion, 
Musicland, Revco and Home Depot) and industrial giants (Boeing, GM, AT&T and EDS) 
use Sensormatic's products and rely on them to protect their valuable assets, employees 
and customers. 
Sensormatic is also known for their commitment to providing excellent customer 
service with technicians located around the world. The company has one of the largest 
service operations in the security and loss prevention industry. They offer remote 
diagnostics for many products as well as a 24 hour Help L i e  to their worldwide 
customer base. 
Sensormatic relies heavily on strategic alliances, mergers, and acquisitions to 
fulfill the Company's long-term goals. During 1994-1995 Sensormatic made many 
strategic acquisitions: A) They acquired three systems integrators with expertise in access 
control, CCTV and alarm management; B) They acquired Software House, a premier 
developer of high-end access control; C) They acquired Case Security Limited, a UK 
market leader in fixed 35mm camera and CCTV systems; D) In December, 1994 the 
Company completed a merger with the Non-U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico operations of 
Knogo Corporation (one of their largest competitors). Business alliances are also being 
used to support the move toward source labeling, the concept of applying security labels 
at the point of manufacture or packaging, and programs are being developed directly with 
major chains and trade associations to accelerate acceptance of source labeling as the 
wave of the future in EAS. 
Sensormatic's revenues totaled $889 million in fiscal year end 1995, an increase 
of 36% over the prior fiscal year. The Company has achieved revenue growth in excess 
of 20% per quarter for over 8 years and expects to continue similar growth into the 
foreseeable future. Sensormatic's stock is traded on the New York Stock Exchange under 
the symbol SRM and has reflected the dynamic growth the Company has achieved. 
Sensonnatic will be a sponsor of and will provide electronic security for the 1996 
Atlanta Olympic Games. This honor is indicative of the respect Sensonnatic has gained 
in the industry and provides an unparalleled opportunity to showcase the Company's 
capabilities. This opportunity has already had a tremendous impact on commercial and 
industrial business through key customers additions who are also Olympic Sponsors. 
* Information for this section was obtained from the Company's 1994 annual report, 10K 
statement, Company brochures, and various investment reports. 
POLAND 
Poland 
Poland constitutes one of the largest single markets in Eastern Europe. It not only 
offers direct access to the former Soviet controlled group of countries, but also to the rest 
of the European Union as well. It is one of the few countries in Eastern Europe to lead 
the way in its transition toward a newly developed economy. Poland has currently been 
appointed as a Big Emerging Market (BEM) by the U.S. Department of Commerce. This 
designation is applied to the ten countries which offer markets with the greatest potential 
for increases in U.S. exports ("Improving Polish Economy" MarchlApril1995). 
Within the past four years, Poland has managed to transform itself from a 
centrally planned economy into a market based economy. This was a difficult transition 
that began with a "shock therapy" created by the government. State enterprises formerly 
utilizing monopolistic production arrangements, are now suddenly competing against 
each other. In 1990 the govemment decontrolled prices, slashed subsidies, and 
drastically reduced import barriers (World Factbook 1994). These changes obviously had 
the effect of causing a temporary economic downturn (recession). 
Today the recession is finally over and the country is experiencing growth at a 
rate of 4% ("Economic Policy" 1994), noted as one of the highest rates in Europe. It is 
also the first former centrally planned economy in Eastern Europe to return to expected 
continuous growth after their recession ("Country Reports" 1994). Industrial output 
alone increased in real terms by 20%, compared to 1993 figures. Also, at this time, about 
half of the GDP comes from the private sector. There has been a large trade deficit since 
the end of 1992 which indicates that demand is rising faster than output. The trade deficit 
is the result of goods funded by foreign investment as well as the modernization of the 
Polish economy ("Economic Policy" 1994). 
Inflation, however, remains higher than anticipated partly due to last years 
agricultural drought. Even though Poland's anti-inflationary policies have enabled them 
to stabilize the interest rate at 29%, expectations of reaching their original 12 month 
target of 23% is far fiom realistic ("Economic Overview" Jan. 1994). Reaching the 
newly revised target of 27% may be just as difficult. 
The government is a democratic state known as the Republic of Poland. There are 
49 administrative divisions that are governed. Their constitution is an interim "small 
constitution that came into effect December 1992 which replaced the former Communist 
constitution of 1952. The government is currently in the process of drafting a new 
democratic constitution. The legal system is comprised of Continental (Napoleonic) civil 
law and holdover Communist legal theory. The government is gradually introducing 
changes to a more democratic process (World Factbook 1994). 
Warsaw is the capital of Poland and inhabits 1.6 million people. Warsaw is the 
center for all finance, economic, and cultural institutions of domestic and international 
importance, as well as the center of science and university education. It is one of the 
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most important communication centers in Central Europe due to its high level of 
development. The National Bank of Poland (NBP) is the central bank and is responsible 
for: 
Regulating circulation of currency 
Fixing foreign exchange rates 
Supervising domestic and foreign transactions of banking institutions. 
In addition, a newly formed securities commission and stock exchange established in 
Warsaw has been associated with the development of capital markets in Poland ("Warsaw 
Economic Profileyy Feb. 1993). 
Privatization Process 
199 1 marked the beginning of Poland's privatization reforms. This privatization 
process is being wried out very slowly. the implementation of a strategy of lasting 
change cannot occur overnight. A key problem with privatization is that it cannot, in the 
short term, provide any significant support in stabilizing Poland's economy. The 
political and social pressures of change are in constant conflict with the abuse and fraud 
committed by the management of many of the enterprises. The individuals who had 
come into high positions based on previous or newly obtained political power, gained 
economic power based on the amount of property that was given to them when the 
changes occurred. 
Poland's government created two laws regulating the privatization of companies. 
One is the Law on Managing State Enterprises which defines the rights of the managers 
and workers councils in the management of enterprises. The second is the Law on 
Privatization. Under this law, several forms of privatization are covered: 
Transformation of enterprises into corporations through sale of shares. 
The different techniques used are public offerings, direct sale to strategic 
investors, and management buyouts. 
Liquidation of companies and the sale of their assets to private, natural, or legal 
entities. 
Mass privatization, which includes the free distribution of shares through the stock 
exchange (Simoneti 1993). 
The small privatization of retailers and the sale of companies to employees and 
management are well established and will continue to be used in the future. Thus far, the 
greatest number of large enterprises have been sold through public offering. 
Approximately 80% of retailers and wholesalers, 50% of transportation 
companies and 40% of construction companies have been sold to private enterprises 
(Simoneti, 1993). Private firms dominate the agricultural industries. Warsaw holds the 
highest share in all commercial partnerships and foreign small enterprises in Poland 
("Warsaw Economic Profile" Feb. 1993). 
One of the current problems in the privatization process is the real estate issue. 
Real estate for office space in Poland is in great demand and limited supply. The average 
price per square meter in Warsaw is approximately $60 dollars which ranks Warsaw as 
the fourth most expensive European city. The increase in price is due primarily to the 
growing number of new business' entering Poland. Quality space is difficult to find and 
those not willing to settle for less must pay high prices ("Office Rental" Dec. 1994). 
Exchange Rate Policy 
The Zloty (Polish currency) is internationally convertible for all transactions such 
as merchandise and services. The exchange rate is set to a basket of reserve currencies by 
the National Bank of Poland (NBP). The basket is made of the U.S. Dollar (45%), 
Deutch Mark (35%), Sterling (lo%)), French Franc (5%), and Swiss Franc (5%) 
("Currency Denomination" May 1994). 
It was proposed by the Polish Economic Committee of the Council of Ministers to 
devalue the Polish Zloty on January 1,1995. Under the new policy the denomination will 
exclude four zeros fiom all prices and notes. For example, a Zloty worth 10,000 will be 
the equivalent of 1 Zloty ("Currency Denomination" May 1994). All past notes will be 
honored during the following two years and prices will be displayed in both old and new 
currencies for one year. The new exchange rate compared to the U.S. Dollar is $1 to ZL 
2.20. Reasons for implementing the new change relates to the fact that Poland is still a 
"cash society", devaluating the currency will greatly simplifl all business transactions 
("Economic News" Sept. 1994). 
Investment 
Poland's economic progress and increased privatization programs have inspired a 
tremendous amount of investment from foreign countries. The number one investor in 
Poland is the United States. Two years ago there were 190 investors present in Poland, 
today there are 254 ("Foreign Investment Trends" Nov. 1994). Contributions from 
foreigners thus far have reached the $4 billion mark and are expected to increase by 
another $4.7 billion. Potential technology driven products for market entry include: 
computers and software, telecommunications equipment, medical equipment, and 
pollution control equipment ("Country Reports" 1994). European manufacturers facing 
recessions within their own countries have started looking into Poland as a promising 
sales market. 
Previous investment restrictions were replaced with incentives for entry. At one 
time the Foreign Investment Agency controlled the inflow of outside investment, now the 
agency serves to promote foreign investment. The following provinces are noted for 
having the most potential for investment from foreign entities: Warsaw, Katowicee, 
Gdansk, Poznan, and Szcezecin ("Country Reportsy' 1994). 
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Approximately 68% of all investments in Poland are comprised of joint ventures, 
where 40% of the investors have controlling interests. Foreignen are also permitted to 
have 100% ownership and no minimum investment is required. Poland does not require 
government approval nor registration from prospective investors ("Foreign Investment 
Trends" Nov. 1994). Screening of investors and certain registrations apply to the 
following strategic industries: 
Operation of seaports or airports 
Real estate agency transactions 
Defense industries 
Wholesale trade in consumer goods 
Performance of legal services. 
Pursuing interests by companies to invest in Poland comes from its ability to offer 
absorptive markets and direct access to the former Soviet Union (and related Soviet bloc 
countries). Some of the present obstacles for investment include bureaucracy, poor 
management, and government's inability to make decisions ("In the Throes" Feb. 1995). 
Investors are eligible to apply for tax breaks fiom corporate income tax, provided 
their equity exceeds European Currency Unit (ECU) two million and they meet one of the 
following conditions: 
Company operates in regions of high structural unemployment. 
Company introduces new technology. 
Company exports at least 20% of output ("Economic Policy" 1994). 
The value of the tax holiday cannot exceed the value of the foreign equity ("Taxes for 
Investors" July 1994). 
Special tax credits were recently introduced for investors providing new 
technologies based on licenses, patents, know-how, and domestic research and 
development. Under the new program, investors will be able to deduct up to 50% of 
investment expenditures fiom their taxable income ("Investment Tax" Jan. 1994). 
Customs Procedures 
The GATT customs valuation code has been incorporated into the Polish customs 
law despite its pending ratification ("Import Tax" June 1993). Due to the increased 
amount of new product entry's, difficulty in imposing valuation practices has led 
Customs to use minimum import values on specific goods. 
As of July 1993, imports to Poland averaged fiom an 11% to a 14% duty. A 
6% customs surcharge is currently applied on top of the scheduled duty as a temporary 
measure to protect the country's balance of payments. However, the surcharge is to be 
phased out by the end of 1995. Poland's MFN (Most Favored Nations) duties are subject 
to a11 imported goods, including those ffom the EU. Value added tax (VAT) is applied 
on all imported and domestic goods at a rate of 22% ("Import Tax" June 1993). 
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Bamers to U.S. Exports 
Poland is the largest single market in Central and Eastern Europe for US. exports. 
These exports totaled $636 million in 1992 ("Country Reports" 1994). One problem, 
however, is the Association Agreement between Poland and the EU which reduced tariffs 
on one-quarter of their imported goods. Such tariff preferences have put the U.S. at a 
competitive disadvantage. 
Until Poland develops its own export controls it continues to be subject to the 
Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls (COCOM ). COCOM requires 
a U.S. export license on certain high technology exports to Poland ("Economic Policy" 
1 1994). 
I Certain standards for testing, labeling, and certification in Poland tend to be more 
specific compared to Western countries. At the present time regulations are being revised 
to incorporate Poland's open trade policy and conform to EU standards ("Import Tax" 
June 1993). 
Labor Force 
In July 1994, the population of Poland stood at 38,654,561. The population 
growth rate is estimated at .35%. The labor force is approximately 17.3 million. The two 
largest sectors are industry and construction (32.0%) and agriculture (27.6%) (World 
Factbook 1994). According to the Polish Embassy, Washington, D.C., the average 
weekly wage is approximately US$250. Poland's literacy rate is 98% and their workforce 
is well educated and they speak a variety of foreign languages. With the launch of 
privatization, the unemployment rate has been rising steadily to about 16% despite 
Poland's recent growth. Economists are comparing the Asian labor force to Poland's, 
because of its low wages and high productivity (Miller 1994). It is due to this low 
income and high unemployment that there is a problem with gaining a consensus for 
reform. As the economy expands consensus should build more rapidly. 
Overall, the Polish labor market is seen as favorable, especially for establishing a 
joint-venture. This is due to the fact that wages are considerably low. Some problems 
are the high employers' social security obligations and employment taxes. Skills are 
good and the labor is abundant. Joint-ventures should have a favored position and be able 
to attract the best workers. Also, by offering higher salaries than offered by the 
government owned companies, foreign companies can attract better employees. 
Trade Unions 
Poland's trade unions have been a problem for foreign investors, especially when 
managers of newly-privatized companies have had management changes. Labor relations 
problems are also likely to occur in the declining segment of the industrial sector, which 
will probably remain government owned into the near future. According to the Trade 
Union Law of 1989, employees have the right to create and associate in trade unions 
according to their needs and wishes (CBI, Initiative Eastern Europe 1992). Trade unions 
are autonomous and independent of the government and the companies where the 
members work, as well as being voluntary. Their purpose is to defend the rights and 
interests of employees and represent them in negotiations with management. 
Poland enjoys all of the advantages of a growing market and has a great deal of 
potential in terms of its economy. However, the privatization program in Poland is 
beginning to see the of effects of political and social pressures. The realization is that 
transformation h m  public to private companies is a long term process, especially in the 
case of large state owned enterprises. Today, 60% of companies still remain under 
government ownership. The high unemployment and low wages are just the growing 
pains fiom going to a centrally planned economy to a market economy. In time, with the 
high growth potential, these should even themselves out. What should be noted is that 
Poland's economic progress and increased privatization programs have attracted a 
significant amount of foreign investment which will help get the county on its feet. The 
U.S. needs to make sure that it continues to monitor this country for foreign investment 
opportunities or they may get overrun by Europe's close connection. 
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Economic Indicators 
GDP 
GDP Growth Rate 
GDP per Capita 
Labor Force 
Unemployment Rate 
Money and Prices 
Base Interest Rate 
Personal Savings Rate 
Wholesale Inflation Rate 
Consumer Price Index 
Exchange Rate (PZL/$) 
$1 80.4 billion 
4.1% 
$4,680 
17.33 million 
16.0% 
Balance of Payments & Trade 
Total Exports $13.5 billion 
Total Imports $15.6 billion 
External Debt $47.0 billion 
U.S. Imports $636 million (1992) 
Trade Balance -2.1 billion 
* Exchange Rate of Polish Zloty 2.42 based on 3/3/95 
Sources: c'Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Poland."- 
policy -U.S. .s- 1994, and "Poland." W 
&&m&. Central Intelligence Agency. 1994. 
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JOINT VENTURES 
Joint Vent- 
A joint-venture can be defined as "a pooling of resources by at least two different 
parties in connection with one economic project with some form of joint profit share and 
joint control" (Gill 1995). Establishing a joint-venture in a socialist or developing 
country is generally different and more complex in its mix of challenges and 
opportunities then fiom participating in one in a developed h e  market economy. In the 
socialist countries, the means of production are generally government owned which 
creates a non-market economy. Government regulation of joint-ventures in both socialist 
and developing countries is usually more direct and comprehensive than in developed 
free market economies. The result of which, is that in selected industries regulation will 
encourage or require a joint-venture, and in other industries it will exclude foreign 
investment (Karalis 1992). Generally, the import and export of technologies and products 
are closely monitored by the government. 
In these historically socialistic and developing nations the goals differ 
substantially fiom those in the US. For example, the close regulation of commerce is 
parallel with a de-emphasis of profit in relativity to employment. Most importantly, the 
entire concept of profit is quite unknown to many of these countries. Also, there are 
fundamental differences in the reasons for doing business. The foreign company is 
seeking to introduce its product/idea in a large untapped market. The local partner is 
typically seeking exports to e m  hard currency. Combined with the cultural and language 
differences, "bureaucratic delay," and communication issues, negotiations are more 
demanding, expensive, and time consuming, compared to doing business with a 
developed nation (Karalis 1992). 
Establishing a Joint Venture in Poland 
Many U.S. exporters and sales relationships in Poland are structured in the form 
of joint-ventures. In this the Polish companies are situated and structural to handle the 
trade and share in the risks and rewards that come with commerce. Joint Ventures (JV) 
are an excellent way to facilitate the export from and the sales to the Polish market. The 
use of JV7s allows Polish partners to access increased capital, new products and services, 
as well as the potential for exports into the world markets that would not have been 
feasible on their own. The U.S. partner gains through a joint-venture access to the market 
and opens doors to local government and the business environment as a whole that 
would otherwise have taken years to enter ("Marketing" Feb. 1995). 
Foreign investment in Poland is the responsibility of the President of the Foreign 
Investment Agency (FIA). Foreign businesses are required to obtain permits to establish 
a company (which at this point are fairly easy to obtain). Permits are issued by the 
Minister of Ownership Transformation (MOT) and are required for the following: 
transfer of shares between partners in a company 
admission of a new partner to the company 
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when the field of operations changes (CBI, Initiative Eastern Europe 1992). 
As well as for the following industries: 
Management of seaports and airports 
real estate brokerage 
non-licensed defense consulting 
Wholesale trade in imported consumer goods 
legal consulting (Karalis 1992). 
Currently, the U.S. holds 7.6% of the joint ventures in Poland. Since the opening 
of the Polish market, the U.S. has established several government agencies in Poland to 
assist American businesses. Examples are the Eastern European Business Information 
Center, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, and the Polish-American Enterprise 
Fund. There is also the U.S. Trade and Development Program which provides funds to 
assist U.S.1 Polish enterprises (CBI, Initiative Eastern Europe 1992). 
Poland encourages the establishment of joint-ventures that will: introduce new 
technology to the economy, provide goods and services for export, and increase 
employment. They are prohibited in the cases where they are deemed to be a threat to the 
national economy, reasons of environmental protection, or in the interest of national 
security (Karalis 1992). 
Joint-ventures are organized in Poland as either: a "limited liability company" or a 
'Soint stock company" according to their commercial code. The minimum capital 
requirements for a limited liability company is approximately $1,800 and $45,000 for a 
joint stock company ("Marketing" Feb. 1995). Currently, there are no restrictions on 
foreign ownership of a joint-venture, which means that a majority foreign ownership is 
generally acceptable. Also, there are no reserve fund requirements and a shareholders' 
liability is only limited to the amount of their capital contribution (Karalis 1992). 
Joint-ventures involved in exporting goods and services are generally encouraged 
and must obtain government approval for exporting. The Joint-venture may set its own 
prices for most exported goods. There are also tax incentives for establishing a joint- 
venture. For example, a joint-venture may be exempt fiom income tax if the foreign 
contribution exceeds 2 million ECU (European Currency Unit), or if the joint-venture is 
operating in an area of high potential unemployment, it introduces a new technology to 
the national economy, or it exports at least 20% of its goods and services (Karalis 1992). 
In order to have a successful joint-venture, especially in a foreign environment, 
there are several things that must be accomplished. Since the pooling of resources of two 
(or more) very different entities is complicated, it is critical to find the right partner. As 
stated before, there are several agencies both in the U.S. and around the world who are 
available to assist businesses in finding the right partner. Another important issue is to 
exchange complete information (in many cases this may mean signing confidentiality 
agreements) in order to determine compatibility issues early in the process, before 
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excessive amounts of time and money are expended. Lawrence Gill, J.D., CPA, states 
that the three critical concerns in a joint-venture are "control, control, and capital" (Gill 
1995). 
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MARKETING PRODUCTS IN POLAND 
Products in Poland 
Distribution and Sales Channels: 
The distribution networks in Poland have been recently undergoing a change. 
Their current channels are product specific and differ in layers of agents, wholesalers, and 
retailers ("Marketing" Feb. 1995). Compared to Hungary and the Czech Republic, 
Poland's market is 45% larger and its distribution system is in the first phase of 
development. Poland is one of the top 10 in the world for having the longest railway 
networks ("In the Throes" Feb. 1995) and is currently planning to expand its national 
highway, which is viewed as part of a larger, regional transportation system ("Planned 
Highway" March/Apri11995). Skilled labor and abundance in warehousing and trucking 
has allowed foreign companies to begin establishing their own networks of distribution. 
However, the process has been difficult due to Poland's limited experience with Western 
methods of distribution. 
Direct Marketing 
Direct marketing techniques in Poland are a relatively new concept. Most of the 
direct marketing in Poland deals with consumer products and services. Some of the new 
marketing practices for promoting and selling products, such as direct mail leaflets or 
catalogs have recently emerged with the entry of advertising firms and increased 
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competition ("Marketing" Feb. 1995). As the advertising industry continues to expand, 
innovative ideas are widely introduced and accepted. In order to be effective, 
promotional materials must be detailed and described in the Polish language and 
currency. Though many Polish citizens or residents are knowledgeable in the languages 
of German, ~rench, and English, this capability has not evolved to the level where they 
are comfortable to make buying decisions and therefore offering sales literature in Polish 
gives a company a significant competitive advantage ("In the Throes" Feb. 1995). 
Selling Factors and Techniques 
Poland's market is considered to be new in all aspects of selling. Sellers in this 
market need to be aware of certain practices. Poland has been termed a "cash society" 
market and unlike their Western counterparts, credit is rarely used. Business is built on 
personal relationships and trust, and therefore personal contact is a must before finalizing 
any type of business deal. Products are rarely sold within the first meeting and a small 
order is usually the result of limited capital ("Marketing" Feb. 1995). Product 
demonstrations have also proven to be very effective. The Polish market is usually 
regional with the people who live in one area having very different views than fiom those 
living in other areas. Also, it is apparent that the people who live in the cities have more 
purchasing power than those fiom the rural areas. Apparently, because of Poland's 
history, there is higher unemployment in the rural areas. 
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Pricing is the key to selling a U.S. product effectively. Exporters need to waive 
short term profits for long term profits and market share. Flexibility is the main point in 
order to gain initial market penetration and establish Polish consumer product awareness. 
Service is the second most important factor of selliig in Poland. Since U.S. companies 
are known for their commitment to customer1 product service and support, it should be 
used as a key selling point. Since price is the first consideration for the Polish market, the 
view of U.S. commitment to customer service, with the usually higher corresponding 
prices, compounded by higher tariff duties, make competition difficult when compared to 
European competitors. The primary strategy to combat this dilemma is to increase 
service and support through a trained local Polish representative or a Polish subsidiary of 
a U.S. company ("Marketing" Feb. 1995). 
In spite of this service /price chaIlenge, U.S. companies and products have an 
advantage the high regard held for the quality of products. As long as pricing is 
reasonable and service and customer support are offered, a sale is very likely. 
Protection of intellectual property has been and will continue to be a major 
concern for U.S. companies. Poland has currently amended its law on trademarks and 
created new copyright laws to deal with this problem. These laws will now allow for 
appropriate "due process" to begin. The resulting enforcement of these laws will be the 
key change agent. The enforcement of these laws are believed to effectively help fight 
piracy, and increase product demand ("Marketing" Feb. 1995). 
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Trade Shows 
In order for a company to establish it's name in Poland, it needs to attend several 
trade shows and promotional events. Traditionally, trade fairs have been an important 
means of selling goods (CBI, Initiative Eastern Europe 1992). The following are some of 
the events that Sensormatic should consider attending due to their size, location and 
volume of traffic: 
SECUREX, an organization of special security fairs sponsors in Pozan ("Security 
Market" Jan. 1995). Important manufactures fiom all over the world exhibit their 
products at this fair. 
Poznan International Fair which is the largest industrial fair. in all of Central Europe. 
It is the major fair for goods for the industrial sector, with more than 30 countries 
participating. 
IDET - International Defense and Security technology fair located in Bmo, Czech 
Republic. 
GISILIS - Central Europe Technical Conference and Exhibition, Budapest, Hungary 
("Upcoming Business Promotion" MarcWApril1995). 
Market Research 
Since Poland has a completely different economy than before, historical research 
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for marketing is very difficult to find or unreliable because it is based on an outdated 
demand demographics and assumptions. Marketing was a field neglected in Poland for 
many years, as such not only is there a lack of training but there is little practice of using 
marketing information for business decisions. Poland with its new economy is now 
required to have access to market information (CBI, Initiative Eastern Europe 1992). 
There are different sources of information that foreign, as well as local companies, 
can use which gather data on markets for specific products, on volumes and types of 
exports and imports and international trade: 
The Main Statistical Office (Glowny Urzad Statystycmy - GUS), which is a 
government body and is the largest institution in Poland that gathers and processes 
information. 
Research and development institutions operating in Poland, ministries, and the press. 
Centers for Overseas Trade 
Chambers of Commerce. 
Currently, Eastern Europe is not comprised of significant markets for private 
security companies mainly stemming fiom the fact that almost all security matters were 
under government control. With the continued expansion of private industry, the private 
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security industries and markets are also developing rapidly. The economic 
transformation, which has led to a sharp rise in criminal activity is a primary reason. 
Also, with the increase in private industry there is an increase in the number of 
entrepreneurs. These people have a severe need to protect their businesses (properties 
and assets). Western European security firms have already targeted this potential market 
and a few have already established operations there. With this, many locally-owned 
security service companies are rapidly coming into existence. The market for security 
services in Eastern Europe (other than the Former Soviet Union) is projected to increase 
20% per year through 1998 to have revenues up to $250 million (Hester Aug. 1994). 
Crime Rate 
The crime rate in Poland is increasing dramatically at 30% annually. The current 
unemployment rate has aggravated the situation and theft is a predominant factor in 
Poland. The Polish police force is no longer efficient enough nor able to protect its 
citizens. Of particular interest is the Organized Crime, termed "Mafia," ("Security 
Market" Jan. 1995) which already controls many aspects of everyday business (e.g. the 
taxi industry). 
Competition 
The security market in Poland is completely controlled by foreign private 
enterprises. European manufacturers currently dominate the market due to proximity, 
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lower duties that reflect in their prices, and product quality ("Security Market" Jan. 
1995). The Polish market, unlike other Eastern European markets, requires its products 
to comply with the same high quality standards as those in the Western Europe. The 
number of security systems in Poland has increased enormously within the past few 
years. Andrezej Wojcik, Technical Director of the Warsaw security company, Efecta, has 
found that many business' are still unaware of protective measures offered by today's 
security technologies ("Security Market" Jan. 1995). 
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BUSINESS PLAN MODEL 
- GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
Enter the number of tags sold per system: 
Enter the number of labels sold per system: 
Enter the % of revenue from accessories: 
Maintenance: 
Installations: 
Freight: 
Total: 1- 
Tax Rate %: 
VAT %: 
Cost and Price figures used in this model have been altered to maintain Company confidentiality. 
Appendix I 
Standard Cost 
Poland 
Standard Cost Worksheet 
Standard Cost - Systems Standard Cost - Tags Standard Cost - Labels 
Transfer Prices 
Transfer Price - Systems 
Poland 
Transfer Price Worksheet 
Transfer Price - Tags Transfer Price - Labels 
Sales Pricing 
Poland 
Systems Sales Prlcing 
I I I AisleKeeper Magnetics Ultra*Max Ulaa*Msx System I SekurSystcms Sensorvision POSIEM lndusbial 1 I System Sales Price 
Cost: 
Transfer Price $2,150 SI.100 $1.393 82,420 $1,060 $650 $3,477 $26.500 526,500 
Duty.Freight & Insurance $538 $275 $348 $605 $265 $163 $869 $6.625 $6.625 
Total Cost 52,688 $1,375 $1,741 $3,025 $1,325 $813 $4,346 $33,125 '$33,125 
Tags Sales Prlclng Labels Sales Priclng 
I I 1 
Tag Sales Price Labels Sales Rice 
I Cost: Trnnsfer Price I cost: $0.290 $0.410 $0.380 $0.630 Transfer Price I . . - . . -. - Duty,Freight & Insurance $0.073 $0.103 $0.095 $0.158 Duty.Freight & Insurance $0.006 $0.01 1 $0.010 $0.009 Total Cost $0.363 50.513 $0.475 50.788 Tolal Cost $0.030 $0.056 S0.050 $0.044 I Gross Margin Gross Margin Gross Margin % Gross Margin % 
Rental Pricing 
Poland 
Rental Pricing 
I AisleKeeper Magnetics Ultra*Max Ultra*Max System I SekurSystems Sensorvision POSIEM Industrial I I System, Tags and Acc Monthly Sales Price 
Cost: 
Transfer Price System $2,150 S1,lOO $1,393 $2,420 $1,060 $650 $3,477 $1 5,703 $26,500 
Transfer Price TagslAcc. $505 $1 10 $549 $652 $486 $695 $0 $0 $0 
Duty,Freight & Insurance $664 $303 $486 $768 $387 $163 $869 $3,926 $6,625 
Total Cost $3,319 $1,513 S2,428 $3,840 $1,933 $1,508 $4,346 $19,629 $33,125 
Monthly Depreciation $92 $42 $67 $107 $54 $ 42 $121 $545 $920 
Gross Margin $40 $18 $29 $46 $23 $18 ($121) ($545) ($920) 
Gmss Margin % 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30.i'. O?'. 0% 0% 
Please enter the number of months to depreciate the equipment: 
Financing 
Poland 
Total Package Price 
I AisleKeeper Magnetics Ultra0Max Ulha*Max System I SekurSystems SensorVision POSlEM Industrial JA2000PD PA-I-XP ZAlOSOP ZA-I-XP XA7502 ST1 3290 NIA NIA NIA 
System Sales Price $4,479 $2,292 $2,902 $5,042 $2,208 $1,354 $0 SO $0 
Accesssories $448 $229 $290 $504 $22 1 
Tags $604 $854 $854 $792 
Labels $500 $938 $833 $833 $729 
Total Sales Price $6,031 $3,458 $4,880 $7,233 $3,950 $2,802 $0 $0 $0 
Financing Assumptions: 
Please enter the rate of financing that you will charge your customer: 
Please enter the term length of the financing in months: 
Please enter (if any) tbe % of down payment required: of Sales Price 
I Monthly Pmb. AisleKeeper Magnetics UltraaMax Ul tdMax  System 1 SekurSystems SensorVision POSIEM Industrial I 
I JA2000PD PA-1-XP ZAIOSOP ZA-I-XP XA7502 ST13290 NIA NIA NIA I 
Mo. Payment Amount $175.15 $100.43 $141.71 $210.06 $114.71 $81.37 $0.00 $0.00 NIA 
Down Payment $603.13 $345.83 $487.98 $723.33 $395.00 $280.21 $0.00 $0.00 NIA 
Salaries 
Poland 
Salary Expense Worksheet - Year 1 
Estimated 
Median % of Year Salary 
Salaries: Salary (YR) Premium # On Board Expense 
General Manager 
Sales Manager 
Senior Salesman EAS 
Junior Salesman EAS 
Junior Salesman EAS 
Senior Salesman IIC 
Controller 
Accountant 
Technical Support Manager 
Technical Support 
Secretary 
Please enter the % of Salary that is Social Costs: 
Please enter the % of Salary that is MedicaVBenefit Expenses: 
Please enter the Commission % for your Sales Reps: 
Sales Projections 
Poland 
Isales Projections - Systems: Year 1 ~ o t a l  
Sales Manager 
Senior Salesman EAS 
Junior Salesman EAS 
Junior Salesman.EAS 
Total System Sales 
Enter # of Sales Reps 
Ultra*Max 
AisleKeeper 
Magnetics 
SekurSysterns 
SensorVision 
ZA- I -XP 
JAZOOOPD 
PA-I -XP 
ST13290 
- -- 
POStEM 
Industrial 
Ultra*Max 
AisleKeeper 
Magnetics 
SekurSystems 
SensorVision 
POSlEM 
Industrial 
-7502 
ZAIOSOP 
ZA- I-XP 
JA2000PD 
PA- I -XP 
ST13290 
Projected Cash Flow - Year 1 
Poland 
Hit Page Upmown to View entire page 
I Sales Cash Inflow I 
Units - System I 
Units - U*M ZAIOSOP 
Units - U*M ZA-I-XP 
Units - Aislekeeper 
Units - Magnetics 
Units - SekurSystems 
Units - Sensorvision 
Units - POSEM 
Units - Industrial 
Svctrrn nnr Pcke $2.039 $2.498 $2.957 $4.435 $5.123 $5,811 $5,990 $6,563 $7,137 $9,240 $10.157 $11,075 $73,024 
I , I .- . .. - . . - - -.-= - - , ~ -  . . 
U*M Pckg ZAlO5OP $630 $771 $913 $1,055 $1,826 $2,110 $1,763 $1,905 $2,047 $3,448 $3,873 $4,298 $24,639 
U*M Pckg ZA- I-XP SO $0 $0 $0 SO SO $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Aislekeeper Pckg $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Magnetics Pckg $0 $0 $446 $547 $647 $748 $402 $402 $848 $948 $1.495 $1,696 $8,179 
SekurSystems Pckg $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Sensorvision + Down SO $0 f 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
POSEM + Down $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Industrial+ Down 
Total 
Projected Cash Flow - Year 1 
Rental Cash Inflow 
Units -System 1 
Units - U*M ZAIOSOP 
Units - U*M ZA-I-XP 
Units - Aislekeeper 
Units - Magnetics 
Units - SekurSystems 
Units - Sensorvision 
Units - POSEM 
Units - lndustrial 
System OnelAccAaas $77 $153 $230 $307 $460 $613 $690 $767 $844 $997 $1.150 $1.304 $7.592 
- 
System One Labels 
U*M ZAl 05OP/AccKags 
U* M ZA- I -XP/AccTTags 
ULM Labels (Combined) 
Aislekeeper/Acc/Tags 
Aislekeeper Labels 
MagneticslAcc 
Magnetics Labels 
SekurSysternslAcclTag 
Sensorvision 
POSEM $0 $0 $0 $0 $ 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 SO $0 $0 
Industrial 
Total $806 $883 $1,889 $1,132 $2,944 $3,194 $1,708 $1,785 $1,862 $2,744 $3,827 $4,077 $26,852 
Total Cash lnflo $3,474 $4,152 $6,205 $7,169 $10,541 $1 1,863 $9,863 $10,655 $1 1,893 $16,380 $19,353 $21,146 $132,694 
Other Expense 
Poland 
Other Expense Worksheet - Year 1 
Automobiles: 
General Manager 
Sales Manager 
Controller 
Tech Support Manager 
Allowance @ $125 per Month 
Office Equipment 
Total Capital Assets 1 Insurance s3,o00 $0 
I~ent :   din cost Meters Rent Cost 
IOffice Sprr for Appm 12 
Fee 
~ e c h  support Manager 
Van1 Office Equipment s3,OOo 
Total Capital Assets I Insurance s3,ooo 
Expense Summary 
Poland 
Expanse Summary -Year 1 
Cost of Sales 
9'0 of Sales 
Purchase Cost (Transfer Price) $229,620 52.88% 
DutylCustoms 48,220 11.10% 
Freight 11,481 2.64% 
Revenue Equipment Depreciation 
Total Cost of Sales 
Operating Expenses 
% of Sales 
Salaries (See Expense Worksheet) $147,525 34% 
Social Costs 0% SO 0% 
Commissions 3 % $1 3,027 3% 
Office Rent (See Expense Worksheet) $8,750 2% 
Depreciation (Sea Expense Worksheet) 
Advertising 
Trade Shows 
Automobile $0 0% 
Office & Auto Insurance (See Expense Worksheet) $0 0% 
Medical Insurance 8 Benefits 20% $29,505 7 % 
TelephoneIFax 1 % 
Recruiting (See Expense Worksheet) 0% 
Travel & Entertainment 1 % 
Training 0% 
Utilities 0% 
Office Supplies 0% 
Legal & Accounting 0% 
Postage /Courier 0% 
Total Operating Expenses $235,407 54% 
Income Tax Expense: $0 0% 
Total Systems Sold and Rented 
Poland 
Projected Profit & Loss - Year 1 
20% Rentals I 
*A of Snlu Revenue 
Sales 
Rental 
Maintenance 
Installations 
Total Revenue 
Cod of Sales 
Purchase Cost 
DutyICustoms 
Freight 
Revenue Equipment Depreciation 
Cod of Sales 
Gross Margin 
Total Operating Costs & Exp. 
Operating Income 
Income Tax Expenw 
Net Income 
Ffc i j~a iZ  
Poland 
Projected Cash Flow - Year 1 
1 Mo. 1 Mo. 2 Mo. 3 Mo. 4 Mo. 6 Mo. 8 Mo. 7 Mo. 8 Yo. 9 Yo. 10 Mo. 11 Mo. 12 Year 1 
6 6 8 8 9 9 8 8 7 12 13 13 99 Systems Sold 
Systems Rented 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 24 
~ota l  Systems 8 9 9 12 12 7 7 8 16 ' 18 18 102 
~ o t a l  YID Systems 6 12 21 30 42 54 61 88 78 
Sales & Rentals $3.474 54,152 56.205 57,169 $10,541 $11.863 $9,863 $10.655 $1 1.893 $16.380 $19,353 $21,146 5132,694 
$114 $136 $203 $235 $345 $388 $323 $349 $389 $536 $633 $692 34.342 Maintenance 
lnstallations $455 $ 543 $812 $938 $ 1.380 $1.553 51.291 51.395 $1.557 $2.144 $2.533 $2.768 $17.369 
Total Cash InFlow 54.043 54.831 $7.220 58.34 1 $12,266 $13.804 311.477 5 12,399 $13,840 $19,060 322,519 $24,606 $1 54,406 
Capital Assem $3,000 SO $0 SO SO SO SO SO SO SO $0 SO $3.000 
$28.380 $0 $0 SO SO SO $36.263 SO SO $0 SO SO $64,643 Duty 
$7,095 SO $0 SO SO SO 59.066 SO SO SO $0 SO $16.161 Freight 
SO SO SO SO $0 $39,890 SO $0 $0 $0 SO $71.108 VAT $31,218 
Operating Expenses $19.567 $19.567 519,567 S19.567 $19.567 $19.567 $19.567 $19.567 $19.567 $19,567 $19,567 $19,567 $234,807 
Total Cash OutFlow $89,260 $19.567 519,567 $19.567 $1 9.567 $1 9.567 5104,786 $1 9,567 $19.567 $19,567 $19.567 $19.567 5389,719 
SEC Equip Payback $0 $0 SO SO SO so $0 so SO SO SO SO SO 
Net Cash OurFlow $89.260 $19,567 $19,567 $19.567 $19.567 $19,567 $104.786 $1 9,567 519,567 $19.567 519.567 $19,567 $389,719 
Monthly Na Cash Flow ($85,217) ($14.736) ($12,347) ($1 1,226) ($7,302) ($5,764) ($93.309) ($7.169) ($5,728) ($507) 52,952 $5,039 ($235.313) 
Year-To-DateCashFIow ($85.217) ($99.954) ($112,301) ($123.527) ($130,1128) ($136,592) ($229.901) ($237.069) ($242,797) ($243,304) (5240,352) ($235,313) 
Projected Cash Flow 
Month I .- 
CAPWORK 
Poland 
Capital Worksheet - Year 1 
80% Sales 20% Rentals 
Value of Equipment Shipments 1st Year $ 268,034 
Additional Capital Requirement Year 2 $10,525 
Equipment Payback to Sensormatic by Joint-Venture $0 
- 
Equipment payback $0 
Highest point of negative accumulated cash flow $243,304 
Safety Margin 10% $ 24,330 
Poland 
Projected Profit & Loss - Year 2 
Revenue 
Sales 
Rental 
Maintenance 
Installations 
Total Revenue 
Cost of Sales 
Purchase Cost 
DutylCustoms 
Freight 
Revenue Equipment Depreciation 
Cost of Sales 
Gross Margin 
Total Operating Costs 81 Exp. 
Operating lncome 
lncome Tax Expense 
Net Income 
20% Rentals 
./. of Salu 
Key Assumptions: 
50% Growth in Total Revenue over Year 1 
Cost of Sales = 50% of Total Sales 
Total Operating Costs = 40% of Total Sales 
Poland 
Projected Profit & Loss - Year 3 
Revenue 
Sales 
Rental 
Maintenance 
Installations 
Total Revenue 
Cost of Sales 
Purchase Cost 
butylCustoms 
Freight 
Revenue Equipment Depreciation 
Cost of Salas 
Gross Margin 
Total Operating Costs 81 &p. 
Operating Income 
Income Tax Expense 
Net Income 
20% Rentals 
% of Sales 
Key Assumptions: 
50% Growth in Total Revenue over Year 2 
Cost of Sales = 50% of Total Sales 
Total Operating Costs = 30% of Total Sales 
CONCLUSION 
Conclusion 
Poland enjoys all of the advantages of a growing market and has a great deal of 
potential in terms of its economy. It would be the ideal investment location for those 
companies seeking to enter the Eastern European market. Poland's consumers are price 
conscious and cannot afford many of the goods Westerners have become accustomed to. 
They are however, aware of brand names and quality products, which is important for 
Sensormatic because its products are noted for their high quality, higher end markets. 
Sensormatic is not only known worldwide for its superior electronic security 
systems, but its competitiveness within the industry will allow them to initially penetrate 
the market with lower prices. Also, being known for their customer service, Sensormatic 
will be able to attract the Polish market by establishing them as a well established, 
innovative company that can meet their needs. 
One of the best ways for Sensormatic to enter Poland's security market would be 
to establish a joint-venture, with a 51% controlling interest. The new tax incentives and 
low wage prices are just a few of the reasons that a joint-venture is ideal for getting into 
the market. Once it has entered this potentially lucrative market, it then can gain market 
penetration and establish brand awareness. Along with this, the increase in crime 
statistics shows that there is a need for Sensormatic's products. As the number of retail 
and supermarket shops rises, so will theft. Also, as the number of companies increase, so 
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will the need for industrial security. If Sensormatic waits any longer to enter the market, 
it might be too late. Based on the information provided in this report, the benefits for 
Sensonnatic to set up business in Poland far outweigh the costs and risks associated with 
this type of venture. 
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